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Abstract

Most of transmission line (TL) towers are designed and fabricated in the form of lattice using galvanized steel. The crossarm of the TL is made of Neobalanocarpus or Chengal wood. Recently, it has been reported by an electrical corporation situated in Malaysia that mechanical performance of the wooden crossarm declined below their service life of 40 years due to the extreme tropical weather in Malaysia. At present, composite crossarm made of glass fibre reinforced polymer composite were introduced as substitute in the 132 kV TL tower. However, the research findings lack of information on creep life estimation for the full-scale crossarm. Hence, a new test rig has to be developed to cater the testing operation using the uniaxial tension creep test. The primary objective of this review is to provide an overview of the creep theory and the existing creep testing methodology.
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Abstrak

Kebanyakan menara talian penghantaran (TP) direka dan diperbuat dalam bentuk kekisi daripada keluli tergalvani. Lengan silang di menara TP adalah diperbuat daripada kayu Cengal atau Neobalanocarpus. Baru-baru ini, sebuah syarikat elektrik di Malaysia telah menyatakan dalam satu laporan bahawa berlaku penyusutan prestasi mekanik daripada saiz jangka hayat perkhidmatan bagi lengan silang kayu dalam 40 tahun yang berpunca daripada cuaca tropika yang melampau di Malaysia. Kini, lengan silang komposit yang diperbuat daripada komposit polimer bertetulang gentian kaca telah diperkenalkan sebagai gantian dalam Menara TP 132 kV. Walau bagaimanapun, penemuan penyelidikan tersebut mempunyai kekurangan maklumat menyeluruh mengenai anggaran jangka hayat rayapan bagi lengan silang tersebut pada skala penuh. Justeru, sebuah rig ujian baru perlu dibangunkan untuk memenuhi operasi ujian dengan menggunakan ujian rayapan ketegangan uniaxial. Objektif utama kajian ini adalah untuk memberikan gambaran keseluruhan bagi teori rayapan dan metodologi pengujian rayapan yang seda ada.

Kata Kunci: Rayapan, ujian ketegangan uniaxial, rig ujian, lengan silang, menara talian penghantaran
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In the main structure of 275 kV and 132 kV transmission line (TL) tower in Malaysia, wooden crossarms in the form of a cantilever beam are used as supports [1]. Since 1929, a Malaysian electrical transmission company had been using Chengal wood (Neobalanocarpus) for the crossarm in 66 kV transmission tower [2]. The wooden crossarm was chosen due to its extraordinary behaviour in term of mechanical strength and good arc-quenching performance during lightning strikes. Additionally, the Chengal wood also exhibits high natural durability includes soft rot resistance. However, a recent report have shown that the wooden crossarm fails after 24 years. This is due to high temperature and humidity which facilitates the growth of fungi and other destructive microorganisms in the wooden structures [3]. Moreover, natural wood defect of wooden crossarm also tends to cause mechanical failure within the structure [4, 5]. For all these reasons, the wooden crossarm can only be used for less than 30 years in service. To overcome this issue, a team of researchers have studied on introducing glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP) composite crossarm into these towers to replace the wooden members [6, 7].

Mechanical failure in these composite cross arms occur due to the buckling, creep, thermal shock and various types of fatigue. In most cases, crossarm structure will experience creep phenomenon more frequently compared to the other factors. Creep occurs when a solid material change in dimensional shape in slow process under constant stress [8]. The process involves a prolonged stress implements below than the material’s yield strength. This would cause the material to be deformed with the static loading along the time period [9]. In addition, implementation of higher static loadings and longer time durations will influence the material to be larger deformation subsequently lead to structural failure [10]. Thus, the understanding of creep is crucial in ensuring the longevity of composite crossarm to be in service more than 24 years operation [11].

Various simulations were carried out to examine the creep behaviour of composite crossarm [12, 13]. Experimental works on creep were performed using coupon specimens of composite crossarm material to further understand the material’s response and estimate their service life [14–18] However, the behaviour of full scale composite crossarm under the constant load over a long duration has never been attempted. The creep analysis with full scale structure will determine the creep data and information to predict the life expectancy of composite crossarm. In order to evaluate the creep behaviour, a full-scale test rig has to be developed specifically for actual size composite crossarm used in 132 and 275 kV TL [5].

This review article will focus on gathering literature on various aspects and knowledge of creep principles, creep testing methodology and current creep testing machines will be discussed.

2.0 CREEP

Creep is a tendency of a material to deform permanently under the influence of mechanical stresses owing to the long-term exposure at high levels of stress [19]. Usually, the phenomenon shows changes in size and shape of a material when being exposed to long term loading. In general, creep studies involve the prediction of service life of a structure that is required to withstand a specific constant load in long run [20–22]. The creep studies are divided into two categories such as conventional (time dependent) and accelerated (temperature dependent) method [23].

A material can be perfectly elastic in both the linear and non-linear condition, strain (ε) is a time-independent property and is directly related to the applied stress (σ) [24]. A material which experiences perfectly elastic behaviour such as polymer has the strain directly proportional to the applied stress. It also does store elastic energy during the shape movement and exploit back the energy to revert to their original form when the stress is removed. In addition, when the material is implemented with high temperature, it will perform and act as liquid [25, 26]. This property is called as viscoelasticity [27–30]. At this point, the deformation becomes time dependent function [31].

Generally, a polymeric material takes thousands of years to deform and relatively is not practical to study the creep by using time dependent method (conventional) [32, 33]. Hence, an appropriate method should be implemented by using heat at elevated temperature in shorter time period. The result from this method can be extrapolated to attain the creep properties within room temperature in longer time period. This experimental work is called as accelerated method or time-temperature superposition model [34].

The use of the time-temperature superposition principle (TTSP) allows the prediction of the material performance beyond the testing time by the construction of the creep master curve. The determination of creep master curve in TTSP model involves plotting the creep strain over time to predict lifespan of structural applications [35]. This is because some materials can remain in service for a prolonged time period and fails suddenly. Nevertheless, the failure analysis can be extrapolated from its behaviour in a shorter time at an elevated temperature as done in master creep analysis [23, 36–38].

2.1 Stress Relaxation Theory

Creep usually causes a stress relaxation or extension of a material due to the constant load. Either tensile
or compression load implemented on a viscoelastic material causes the strain to propagate according to the viscous response [39, 40]. At the same time, the applied stress is slowly declined when the strain of a material is constant. This situation is normally experienced by most of the viscoelastic materials [41]. For instance, a simple viscoelastic beam in the cantilever mode does exhibit tension in the upper part and compression in the lower part due to the applied load [42]. Thus, the existing bending equations can be used to justify the stresses applied and strain movements in a beam. [10, 43, 44].

Equation 1 can be used to determine the deflection at the end of the beam.

\[ y = \frac{PL^2}{3E_\varepsilon l} \]  

(1)

Equation 1 can be modified to obtain Equation 2 to calculate static bending modulus of elasticity \([E_\varepsilon]\).

\[ y = \frac{P}{3E_\varepsilon bh^3} \rightarrow \text{rearranged} \rightarrow E_\varepsilon = \frac{4P_{\text{max}}L^3}{ybh^3} \]  

(2)

Where: \(y\) is the end deflection (m), \(E_\varepsilon\) is the bending modulus of elasticity (N/m²), \(P\) is the end-point load (N), \(P_{\text{max}}\) is the maximum load, \(L\) is the cantilever beam length (m), \(I\) is the area moment of inertia (m⁴), \(b\) is the base width of the specimen (m), and \(h\) is the thickness of the specimen (m).

Equation 3 can be used to formulate the maximum bending stress at a known deflection [45].

\[ \sigma_{\text{ave}} = \frac{3P(L)}{bh^2} \]  

(3)

Equation 4 is implemented to formulate the total strain experienced by the system.

\[ \varepsilon_T = \frac{\sigma_{\text{ave}}}{E_\varepsilon} = \left[ \frac{\left(3P(L)\right)}{bh^2} \right] \left[ \frac{4P_{\text{max}}L^3}{ybh^3} \right] \]  

(4)

A research conducted by Hunt et al. (2015) implements stress relaxation procedure to study the orientation of bending of a beam subsequently to analyse their creep behaviour [10]. The authors applied bending load on vertical beam specimens and recorded its changes in deformation. The test device was divided into two parts: mechanical structure and data processing. The changes of the displacement happened at the beam end are logged by laser displacement gauge which connects directly to computer. The results showed that the cantilever beam test has high potential to characterize of material properties during relaxation as different composite materials have different stress relaxation. Figure 1 shows component diagram of the vertical cantilever beam test used by the authors.

### 3.0 Creep Testing

Creep testing is an experimental method that was conducted using material tester via controlling speed to observe and analyze measuring deformation over time. The test procedure is used to identify creep properties of a specimen subjected to either a tensile or compressive load at constant temperature applied for long period of time. During the test, deformation rate of sample material at a constant temperature over the applied stress is determined as creep rate. Creep increases with temperature and it is more common when a material is exposed to high temperatures for a long time or at the melting point of the material. Thus, a graph of creep versus time can be obtained for further analysis. Creep studies at elevated temperature is performed in an environmental chamber for precise heating and cooling control. The process of regulatory temperature is very critical to minimize the effect of thermal expansion on the sample tested [46, 47].

In general, creep can be divided into three main stages which clarify more about the creep behaviour (Figure 2(a) & (b)). Firstly, the primary creep occurs at a rapid rate and slows down with the time. Next, the secondary creep has constant rate restively as the time continues to run. Finally, tertiary creep occurs where the creep rate accelerates until the material breaks or rupture. It is also common to measure creep recovery. Creep recovery test will determine the stress-relaxation which is the rate of decrease in deformation that takes place when the load is removed. In this case, creep test is referred to as stress-relaxation testing [48].
A linear graph denotes that the material under stress is gradually deforming and this would be harder to track at what level of stress the material can handle. This would also mean that the material would not have distinct stages, which would make the breaking point of a material less predictable [19, 49].

### 3.0 CONVENTIONAL METHOD

Creep behaviour of a material can be studied using conventional method that requires minimum testing hours about 10,000 hours to produce data in ambient condition. To have a complete analysis of this test method, the acquired data has to be extrapolated linearly to predict long-term behavior within one log cycle [50]. On top of that, the uncertainty of the extrapolation expands along the time period. The test is the most reliable to assess the creep condition within the testing period even though it cannot forecast long-term creep condition more than test duration.

Hence, Equation 5 which is creep can be formulated as its inverse of stiffness in a time-dependent function:

\[
S(t) = \frac{\varepsilon(t)}{\sigma}
\]

Where \(S(t)\) is creep compliance, \(\varepsilon(t)\) is strain with time dependent and \(\sigma\) is applied stress.

Studies by Slocumb et al. (1986) and Lawrence (1987) on the geosynthetic such as high density polyethylene (HDPE) geonets by applying compressive force at constant load for 103 hours. The data was then extrapolated to identify the creep reduction factor at 104 hours [51, 52]. In another study, the compressive creep behaviour of different geocomposites were evaluated using the conventional creep test for 500 hours under the combined normal and shear stresses [53]. The limitation of using the conventional method is that the estimated creep value was shorter than the service life of the HDPE geonet.

### 3.2 Accelerated Method

In the accelerated creep method, a time-temperature Superposition model (TTSP) is generated within a short period of time at elevated temperature followed by a master curve. A shift parameter (\(a_t\)) is defined to address the creep behaviour at a referred temperature [33, 49, 54]. Based on the TTSP principle, the dynamic property in frequency function at a reference temperature (\(T_r\)) is similar in shape to the same function in neighbouring temperature. Hence, \(S(t)\) against the logarithmic response of time at exact temperature can be horizontally shifted along the reduced time axis and made to overlap at the other neighbouring temperatures. This shift distance along the reduced time axis is called the shift factor (\(a_t\)) [28] and is given as in the Equation 6:

\[
a_t = \frac{t}{t_r}
\]

Here, \(t\) is time step for the specific temperature while \(t_r\) is the reduced time in response to references temperature [55].

### 4.0 CREEP TESTING MACHINE

A device that measures the alteration of a material after it has been put through different forms of constant stress are called as a creep-testing machine. The machine is vital for the understanding on the strain of an object under pressure. The machine helps in producing a creep time-dependent curve by analysing the steady state of creep by referring to the time it takes for material change. The main functions of creep machines are to determine the stability of the material and its behaviour when the stress acts on it [56–58].

The design of the machine is based on the understanding of the process metallurgy, physical and mechanical properties of a metal. The common creep testing machine mostly used for a constant load creep testing machine. The constant load creep machine consists of a loading platform, foundation, fixture devices, and furnace. The fixture devices are the grips and pull rods [21, 59]. For starting, the basic design of the creep testing machine is loading platform, dial gauge, grips and heating chamber as follows [60–63]:

**Figure 2** Typical graph of creep in defined extension
• **Load platform** or sometimes called load hanger is where the object will endure pressure at a constant rate.

• **Grips/fitting** are used to hold the material tested in a certain position. A position is important because if the alignment is off, the machine will deliver inaccurate readings of the creep of the material.

• **Strain measurement instrument** is used to measure the strain. It is the device that captures the movement of the object in the machine. The load beam transfers the movement from the grip to the dial gauge.

• **Heating Chamber** is what surrounds the object and maintain the temperature that the object is subjected to.

In this section, the creep testing machines developed by the researchers were discussed. According to Brunbauer (2010), the testing machine for compression creep tests on polymer at elevated temperature was developed based on variation temperature from 25°C to 200°C [64]. Thus, a method for a proper load application is needed, that allows to load and unload the specimen in a controlled and flexible way also at elevated temperature. An aluminium piston is gliding inside a cylinder. The piston is acted to regulate the speed of tensile action on the sample used. For the chosen specimen type with a diameter of 10 mm, 1960 N is required to reach a stress of 25 MPa. The controlled handling of the weights, also at higher temperatures and the limited space in the furnace, A schematic overview of tensile creep testing setup is depicted in Figure 3.

According to Loni (2013), the study was conducted to explore the validity of the Time-Temperature-Stress Superposition Principle (TTSSP) to describe the creep behaviour of glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP) pultruded beams which include both short and long-term creep tests [15, 65]. The results show the extent of validity of the TTSSP helps to predict the creep behaviour of GFRP composites. In this case, the material specifications and the duration of the test is specified to the machine. These tests have been carried out using a 4-point bending scheme (Figure 4), where two vertical loads F are applied at the thirds of the 600 mm total span. The experimental setup was designed according to the European Standard EN ISO 14125:1988 [66]. The test is conducted based on specific custom-made apparatus (Figure 5). The metallic frame of the apparatus is made of standard steel U-profiles. The support of the specimens is made of cylindrical tubes of 48 mm diameter. Twelve experiments can be simultaneously tested in the apparatus. The span of the specimens may be either 600 mm or 800 mm. The load is applied through levers which allow multiplying the applied weight by a factor of 7.

As indicated by Hui Peng et al. (2017), the creep analysis method was conducted on a dynamic mechanical analyser (DMA 2980, TA Instrument) via a sample chamber in dry air with a tensile clamp with the midpoint distance of 17 mm as shown in Figure 6 [36]. The specimens were subjected to isothermal creep segments for 20 min at each 10°C interval in a temperature range from 30 to 150°C, and 20 min equilibration/recovery periods were inserted between creep segments.
An exploratory study conducted by Segovia et al. (2013) had established a finding on mechanical behaviour of sugar maple (*Acer saccharum* Marsh.) wood using creep tests in cantilever beam mode. The test was carried out in controlled environment chamber which is maintained at constant temperature of 30 ± 0.5°C in both constant and variable environments. For a constant environment, relative humidity is maintained at 37, 67 and 83% while the variable condition is specifically within the range of 37 to 83%. The specimens were fabricated in radial position and cut into 110 x 25 x 7 mm of dimensions. The experimental conditions for the test were summarized in Table 1. The set up specimens in the test apparatus were designed by implementing the cantilever beam mode to conduct the mechanical test. A metal structure was installed firmly at the end of the specimens to hold the specimen and a dead load was applied at another end. A linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) was used to measure deflection at the free end of specimen. The LVDT and the wet and dry thermocouples were connected to a data acquisition system (Stress Analysis Data System 5000) which allowed for recording the readings every minute and monitoring the data in real time. Normally, the LVDT was located at 70 mm from the metal jaw holding the other end of the specimen as it was effective distance. In addition, the load application point was fixed at 5 mm away from the LVDT. Hence, the 75 mm away from the metal jaw and 5 mm away from the free end of the specimen as shown in Figure 7[20].

In general, the current creep testing possesses several methods which are distinguished by its applications as shown in Table 1.

It can be observed from the above discussions that the creep testing machines for specimens to be tested under the bending, compression and tensile loads have been developed by researchers according to the usage of materials in particular application and test environment. Since the composite crossarm used in TL are cantilever beam structures, the uniaxial creep tension test is the most suitable method to estimate the service life under creep. The methodology and literature related to the uniaxial tension creep test is discussed below.
Table 1 Summary of current creep testing machine [15, 20, 36, 64-66]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Testing mode</th>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Testing method</th>
<th>Specimen size</th>
<th>Instrumentation</th>
<th>Loading sources</th>
<th>Output Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compression</td>
<td>Piston, load cell, guiding and sealing</td>
<td>Accelerated and</td>
<td>Coupon</td>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>Depends on the extensor speed powered by</td>
<td>Not representative as whole structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>element</td>
<td>conventional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>electricity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile</td>
<td>Fixed and movable clamp</td>
<td>Accelerated and</td>
<td>Coupon</td>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>Depends on the extensor speed powered by</td>
<td>Not representative as whole structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>conventional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>electricity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bending</td>
<td>Nose, support span, dead loads</td>
<td>Accelerated and</td>
<td>Coupon</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>Depends on dead loadings</td>
<td>Not representative as whole structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>conventional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniaxial Tension</td>
<td>Load cell/dead loads, fixed clamp, hook</td>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>Full scale</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>Depends on dead loadings</td>
<td>Reliable structural data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>structure/Coupon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Uniaxial Creep Tension Mechanism

The creep test of metals usually takes a long period of time even usually it is shorter in period than the service life of actual structure which the test is being conducted. Hence, the calculations and the analysis to acquire creep data and behaviour is vital in describing the behaviour pattern of materials. The tests will provide adequate information and scientific data in the interpretation of deformation of test specimens as a function time [67–70]. During the creep tensile test, one end is fixed and the free end of the specimen is subjected to constant tension load at a constant temperature. The creep rate will be recorded with respect of time [70–75]. Figure 7 depicted the schematic overview long term test of uniaxial creep tension test [70].

The study Van Mier and Van Vliet shows an overview of uniaxial tension test methods on quasi-brittle materials [76]. The diversity in those materials leads to numerous problems such as the necessity of large specimens and the development of secondary flexural moments, causing redistribution of stresses. In another study, a group of researcher led by Plizzari used uniaxial tension tests in order to explore the behavior of Steel Fibre Reinforced Concretes (SFRCs) under cyclic loads [77]. According to Li et al. (1998), a study was established to prove the uniaxial behavior of SFRC and Macro Synthetic Fibre Reinforced Concrete (MSFRC) specimens with fibre volume fractions from 2 to 6 % [78].

The creep test can be conducted in various stiffness setup to study the strain movement of a material. According to Barragán et al. (2001) and Zerbino et al. (2016), a parametric study was carried out on specimens containing steel fibres and analyzed the effects of various parameters including the depth of the notch and the slenderness of the cylinders [79, 80].

The creep test should be performed according to the respective ASTM standards. The requirements in conducting tension creep test are as follows [81, 82]:

- **ASTM E 21-66T** explains short time elevated temperature tension tests of materials. It is applicable to metals which are highly resistant to creep and which are to be used at moderately high temperatures but which are lower than the equi-cohesive temperatures for those metals and, yet, where strength characteristics as well as creep characteristics, are important.
- **ASTM E 151-64** clarifies tension tests of metallic materials at elevated temperatures with rapid heating and conventional or rapid strain rates.

**Figure 7 Experimental setup for long-term uniaxial tensile test [70]**
7.0 CONCLUSION

The enhancement of creep studies from coupon specimens to full scale size of crossarm are the paradigms to further understand the life expectancy of the structure operating in actual conditions. Previous studies highlight that creep testing machines were developed specifically to replicate the loading and environmental conditions, the material is supposed to undergo during their service life. In similar way, for the full-scale composite cross arm, a test rig which can facilitate the uniaxial tensile creep test in the cantilever mode has to be developed. To ensure reliability of the collected data, the test rig should comply with the current creep testing machine which helps in describing these aspects. Results from this test will help to predict the service life of the tested full scale structure. In addition, the uniaxial creep tension mechanism specifically cantilever beam mode of creep testing would be the most suitable testing operation in finding the creep life of crossarm for long term loadings. Moreover, the stress relaxation theory can be implemented to predict the service life of the tested full scale structure. In addition, the creep testing rig should have loading platform, strain measurement instrument, fittings and heat chamber (if conducted in TSPP mode). The test has to be performed according to the international standards such as ASTM E21 and ASTM E151 to ensure acceptance from the industries.
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